•.) and h is some positive constant.
In this problem we will use properties of Mac Donald functions, modified Bessel functions Kp(x) (see ["4] §52).
These functions satisfy the following equations 
k (x-PKp(x)) = -x-\+1(x).
-303 - and p "-ore linearly inrP" 1 rP dependent and g(r) = g(r)c only when 2pc+c-c(n-1) = 0 and 4p 2 +2p-2p(n-1) = 0 or 2p+2-n = 0.
_3. Let UB take a function g(r) of index p = , n x 3,5,7,... . Using (see [3] we hâve ° V* +I n -312 -
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n-3\ / a n'ï + a n-1 + a n-2<? + -+ a n+1 ' ? 2 V"®^- -313 - Similarly, we oonolode from lemma 4 that for n • 2v, v eF, there exists a polynomial W n of degree n with positive ooeffleients and the ffcee term equal to 0 such that -315 - With n » 2v, v eN, the functions (9), (11) have an analogous form -h(t-y-x) e n n k(r 3 )dt, Y/XeD, "n n where r 2 , r^ are like in (9)
? These functions are of class C (D) and satisfy equation (1) in D because of (22) and estimations of partial derivatives of k(r). With condition (2) we have, similarly to (14), formula For T'€ Ug we have r 2 < and so we can pat S >0 such that fifom condition xn< 6 we have r < 1 for every Y' e UR.
Then, letting |Ug| be the volume of Ug, we have the estima- 
